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MEMORANDUM TO: Christiana Lui, Director 

Division of Security Policy 
Office of Nuclear Security and Incident Response 

 
FROM:   Sandra Wastler, Chief   /RA/ 
   Materials Waste Security Branch 
   Division of Security Policy 
   Office of Nuclear Security and Incident Response 
 
SUBJECT:  OFFICE OF NUCLEAR SECURITY AND INCIDENT RESPONSE 

REPORT REGARDING THE INVENTORY, TRACKING, AND 
MANAGEMENT OF CLASSIFIED MATERIAL IN THE DIVISION OF 
SECURITY POLICY   

 
Task 
 
The Division of Security Policy (DSP) staff undertook the task of developing a program to 
inventory, track, provide accountability and acknowledge the final disposition of classified 
material in its custody.  DSP had two drivers for this action.  The initial driver was the DSP’s 
staff’s identification of the need to more effectively and efficiently reference, work with, and 
accurately track classified and sensitive material used in everyday work.  The second driver was 
a ticketed task to ensure that DSP reduce its number of safe’s in preparation for the upcoming 
move to Three White Flint North (3WFN).  As a result, DSP’s management and staff developed 
a procedure to more effectively and efficiently handle classified material in its possession.  The 
procedure requires a determination of the amount of classified material in DSP’s possession, 
where it is physically located, what exactly it is related to, the number of copies, and if it needs 
to be retained.  The procedure also provides a methodology for management through the 
tracking of, and recording the final disposition of the classified material.  The near term goal of 
this task is provide cradle to grave procedure for the management of classified material in DSP 
with supporting implementing guidance.  The long-term goal is to provide DSP leadership with a 
digital resource for the administration of classified material. 
 
Background 
 
DSP staff, in the course of routine day to day work, must reference, cross check, and 
synthesizes various classified and sensitive unclassified material.  Safeguards information is 
stored in the Safeguards Information Local Area Network and Electronic Safe and sensitive 
unclassified information is stored in the Agencywide Documents Access and Management 
System.  The remaining levels of classified confidential and secret information are stored in  
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authorized containers in the office.  The containers have been reassigned to current staff from 
prior staff and at times the identification of the materials original owner or the purpose of the 
contents has been lost.  Accountability and content identification of DSP’s classified material 
became a issue.  In some cases the Office of Nuclear Security and Incident Response (NSIR) 
was holding classified information from other offices and that office had lost track accountability 
due to staffing changes.  Staff turnover and retirements eliminated the institutional knowledge of 
what was stored in some containers.  Hard drives and other medium including 3.25 inch “floppy 
disks” were found in some safes, yet the owners had moved on and no information as to the 
information contained on the disk was available.  The ability to examine 3.25 “floppies” was not 
possible as readers on secure systems are no longer available.  Staff realized it had a 
considerable challenge using classified documents in an effective and timely manner.  The 
initiative was to develop a management and handling system for NSIR/DSP classified material 
stored in DSP safes. 
 
Subsequent to this activity, the Government Accountability Office (GAO) audit of the Spent 
Nuclear Fuel program had a recommendation that the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
(NRC) develop a tracking system for classified studies (ex Sandia National Lab classified 
reports).  The recommendation states:  To help facilitate decisions on storing and disposing of 
spent nuclear fuel over the coming decades, we recommend that the Chairman of the Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission direct agency staff to develop a mechanism that allows individuals with 
appropriate clearances and the need to know to easily identify and access classified studies so 
as to help ensure that institutional knowledge is not lost.  In response, the NRC indicated that it 
would “… review its current internal practices for maintaining and assuring access to classified 
documents to determine whether additional document management measures should be 
implemented.  In addition, we will verify that the classified studies and related documents are 
appropriately captured in the Agency’s knowledge management plans.”  Classified studies 
requested by or belonging to NSIR would be recorded and tracked in or by the SharePoint (SP) 
data program.  This will provide management and staff the ability to quickly search, identify, 
locate, and track classified reports along with the proper point of contact (POC) or the Office of 
Primary Responsibility and will assist in meeting this GAO recommendation. 
 
DSP team of management and staff decided to address this challenge as an adjunct to an 
existing NSIR Ticket (NSIR-12-0083).  This existing ticket had as its primary goal to inventory 
and reduces the number of two and five draw safes in the entire NSIR inventory.  This ticket 
was in part of the overall Division of Program Management, Policy Development and Analysis 
Staff planning program and strategy for the Office move to 3WFN.  DSP management 
supported staffs initiative and approved the task via DDSP-12-0005 which directed DSP 
branches to develop a procedure for making an inventory of the safes’ contents.  DSP branch 
leadership took the opportunity to eliminate duplicate items, make the inventory part of a 
tracking process and develop a SP Site (BETA: DSP Safe and Lockbar project) with restricted 
permissions to use as an inventory repository and to develop a knowledge base for standard 
tracking of classified material. 
 
Path Forward 
 
Several meetings within DSP were held to discuss the issue and developed numerous 
questions to help frame the task.  How do we address the contents of each safe and what to do 
with the inventory on hand?  Once opened and identified how do document it. What should be 
done with the inventory once developed?  What other office may benefit from this process? The 
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task was divided into the following steps: First, Inventory; Second, Tracking tool development, 
accountability & ownership and third acknowledgement disposition (disposal) of material.  The 
third and final step is an ongoing tracking program. The last step is the development of the DSP 
procedure that will guide staff through the process.  The goal is to have a set of processes and 
documentation that can be used by DSP staff and other divisions and offices as well. 
 

1. INVENTORY:  The first activity was to inventory the safes’ contents.  A safe inventory 
form was developed and distributed to each branch.  Each safe owner then culled 
through documents and determined what duplicate information and out of date 
information (based on NRC policy for disposing of classified material) should be 
destroyed and what should be kept.  Then staff proceeded to inventory each safe.  Staff 
continues to inventory and track contents as appropriate.  Each branch approached the 
inventory in a slightly different manor.  Some branches took the “Tiger Team” approach 
and assigned two to three staff to a single safe, opened the safe, and did a complete 
inventory.  Other branches chose to use only the owner of the safe to inventory the 
contents.   

 
2. TRACK:  Once the safe inventory is complete staff is responsible to keep and track the 

inventory and ensure it is up to date and accurate.  They have the task of accountability, 
ownership and acknowledgement the final disposition (disposal) of classified material 
Staff will periodically review contents of safes in their charge to eliminate the buildup of 
“working documents.”  This is an ongoing task.  The inventory form is used and stored 
on line in the SP platform discussed below in section 3.  The task is occasionally 
complicated as access to, and inventory of some safes is a challenge due to staff 
availability. 

 
3. Final Disposition:  The third step in the tracking of a document is to determine the best 

tool to track and manage classified and sensitive documents.  This would include 
declassification and storage in National Archives and destruction.  During follow on 
meetings with staff, DSP management decided to leverage the SP platform currently 
available.  Staff had to build a new SP Safe and Lockbar Project (BETA) Site for the 
management and tracking of the documents.  This SP Site (BETA) will be a inventory 
form repository by branch, each with a protected folder and containing the safe number 
and inventory sheets for each branch’s container.  The branch folders will be protected 
by restricting permissions to avoid unnecessary crossover of need to know information.  
The overall concept for the site is a Division level site for staff to track their safe’s 
inventory, restricted by permission levels, and accessible via a search function.  The 
inventory lists were sent via e-mail to a single POC staff member who placed them in the 
SP site.  The current status is the SP site owner is entering each branches’ inventory 
into a Microsoft Access data base, scrubbing for conformity, and checking errors in 
format.  The search function is yet to be developed and inserted into the SP Site.  

 
4. Documentation:  Development of the DSP Division Instruction for the inventory and 

tracking process for the use of staff is the last task for this program.  The goal is to have 
a desk reference for staff to use for set-up of any safe’s content assigned to the division, 
use of the SP site, and if requested we can export this process to other divisions or 
offices as requested. 
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